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Abstract8

History of the State University of ManagementAnnotation-The article presents the results of a9

study (interviewing, questioning) of students of higher professional education to identify the10

positive and negative aspects of distance learning and its place in the educational process.11

The answers of respondents to the questionnaire questions about the effectiveness of the use of12

digital technologies in the conditions of quarantine measures from 2000 -early 2022 are13

analyzed. The purpose of the study: to find out the opinion of students about the quality of14

educational activities in the distance learning format during the COVID-19 pandemic and15

other periods; to identify the difficulties that the participants of the educational process16

overcame in connection with the emergency transition to online learning; to determine the17

prospects of the developed online learning system at the university level.Research Methods:18

Theoretical -analysis of literature on the topic of the study, empirical -questioning through19

written and oral questioning, qualitative and quantitative analysis of research results.20

21

Index terms— educational strategies in a pandemic, electronic educational environment, online and offline22
learning.23

Annotation-The article presents the results of a study (interviewing, questioning) of students of higher24
professional education to identify the positive and negative aspects of distance learning and its place in the25
educational process. The answers of respondents to the questionnaire questions about the effectiveness of the use26
of digital technologies in the conditions of quarantine measures from 2000 -early 2022 are analyzed. The purpose27
of the study: to find out the opinion of students about the quality of educational activities in the distance learning28
format during the COVID-19 pandemic and other periods; to identify the difficulties that the participants of the29
educational process overcame in connection with the emergency transition to online learning; to determine the30
prospects of the developed online learning system at the university level.31

Research Methods: Theoretical -analysis of literature on the topic of the study, empirical -questioning through32
written and oral questioning, qualitative and quantitative analysis of research results. In addition, the published33
results and theoretical approaches of similar Russian and foreign studies were analyzed ??1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 10, 11].34

1 Conclusions and Recommendations:35

The results obtained in the course of the study show that students mostly positively assess the transition to36
distance education; however, forced digitalization has also revealed the opposing sides of this transition; according37
to the authors, it is necessary to develop the principles of a mixed system of the educational process, providing for38
a combination of online and offline formats following the requests and specific conditions of educational activity39
depending on the orientation and profile of the training.40
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5 RESEARCH RESULTS

2 Introduction41

n 2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic affected many areas of human life, and education was no exception, the42
structure of which required a radical restructuring. Instead of the traditional format, which provides for contact43
interaction between students and a teacher, a new form has appeared -distance learning. The terms ”innovative”44
and ”traditional” education and the idea of their alternativeness did not appear in the XXI century, but in 197845
in a report to the Club of Rome. A group of scientists who drew the attention of the world community to46
the fact that the principles of traditional education are inadequate to the requirements of modern society for47
the individual and the development of her creative abilities. Innovative training in this report was interpreted48
as focused on creating a person’s readiness for rapidly coming changes in society, willingness for an uncertain49
future through the development of creative abilities, various forms of thinking, as well as the ability to cooperate50
with other people. Summarizing the specifics of innovative (training, it is necessary to highlight its features:51
the openness of learning to the future, the ability to anticipate based on constant reassessment of values, and52
the ability to work together in new situations. In the monograph ”Technological business education of adults.53
Methodology and practice” S.A. Schennikov writes: ”with the changing role of science in people’s lives, changes54
in approaches to the construction of the content of education are required. If earlier the content of education55
was based solely on scientific knowledge, now scientific knowledge should become only one of the components of56
the content of education” [17, p.9].57

In connection with the transition of humankind to a new era of its existence, education will change more over58
the next few decades than in all the 300-plus years that have passed since the emergence of the modern schools as59
a result of printing. In the above work ”Technological business education of adults. Methodology and practice,60
”the authors emphasize that ”a society in which knowledge becomes a genuine capital and the main resource61
imposes new, moreover, strict requirements on educational institutions in the sense of their educational activities62
and responsibility for it” [17, p.9].63

Thus, the distance education format has become a new innovative type of education, which in the context64
of the global COVID-19 pandemic, has become an outlet for ensuring the continuity of the educational process.65
Digitalization is gaining momentum at a rapid pace in many areas of academic activity: retraining and advanced66
training, obtaining additional professional education, where movement is no longer feasible without digital67
technologies since in most cases, it is carried out on the job with the help of open education tools, providing68
many opportunities for obtaining both essential and additional knowledge and providing ”accessibility while69
maintaining quality” ??9, p. 267].70

However, at the level of getting secondary vocational and higher education, the situation is not quite so clear.71

3 II.72

4 Theoretical Analysis of the Literature73

The possibilities of open education using digital technologies have been actively discussed by researchers for74
a quarter of the XXI century in connection with the tasks of developing the concept of inclusive education,75
the formation of educational programs based on flexible educational trajectories, the introduction of artificial76
intelligence systems into the educational environment ??1; 5; 6; 8; 9].77

However, the quarantine measures due to the COVID-19 pandemic revealed that both teachers and students78
were not ready for a complete and rapid transition from the traditional education format to digital. This79
conclusion is confirmed by the results of numerous studies, which indicate that the quality of education has80
significantly decreased [1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9].81

Research Base: The study involved 100 1st-year students of the State University of Management receiving82
professional education in the following areas of training: Hotel and Restaurant business, Management, Innovation,83
Sociology and Psychology of Management, and Business Informatics.84

Research Methods and Techniques: -Theoretical (analysis of psychological and pedagogical literature, analysis,85
comparison), -empirical (ascertaining experiment, questionnaire), -qualitative and quantitative analysis of the86
data obtained. The survey was conducted using a semi-structured interview, which included the following87
questions:88

1. What are your associations with distance learning (BEFORE)? 2. Which training system is preferable for89
you: online or offline? 3. Does the DO system inherent in your educational institution meet your expectations90
and educational needs? 4. What, in this regard, are your wishes for teachers, administration, and students?91
5. What, in your opinion, are the prospects for UP? 6. Does the form of the educational process affect your92
self-organization?93

The students’ answers are given in the following tables.94

5 Research Results95

Thus, as a result of the survey of students, the problems of a technical, psychological, didactic and educational96
nature that the participants of the educational process faced during the period under review were identified; the97
hypothesis about the social consequences and risks of forced transition from offline to online learning during the98
pandemic was confirmed, such as: insufficient level of general education and professional training of specialists,99
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who received pedagogical education in the period under review; a decrease in overall satisfaction with the100
educational activities of all participants in the educational process; in the view of students -a decrease in their101
motivation for learning activities, difficulties in developing emotional and social intelligence, a decrease in the102
level of selforganization, in addition, challenges in forming the communicative competence of future teachers,103
which complicates their further professional adaptation in changing conditions of activity.104

Based on the responses of students of the State University of Management, the author identifies the following105
social risks from the situation of forced forcing of digitalization of education during the pandemic: insufficient106
level of professional training of specialists who received secondary and higher education in the period 2020-2022;107
decrease in the communicative competence of students; decrease in their motivation to study; deterioration of the108
health of participants in the educational process, primarily decreased vision, deterioration of the musculoskeletal109
system, overweight; deviations in behavior. Thus, ”the distance format will not be able to completely replace110
the traditional format soon” [12; p. 149] since it does not contribute to the realization of the fundamental task111
of education as a social institution -the transmission of generational experience, cultural values, since the impact112
and influence of the teacher, the teacher today is complicated by the lack of direct contact interaction.113
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